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Vertigo Nova pendant light by Constance Guisset for Petite Friture.
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The Vertigo series continues with the evolved Vertigo Nova collection, a homage to
the original design using the same technical finesse and a dimmable LED lighting
system. The collection features an integrated LED light in a blown frosted glass
sphere, emitting an even light in any room. A highly technical collection, it does not
neglect the distinctive elegance and form of the design.
A marriage between the statement geometric lines and soft curvature of the
elliptical frame, the light is pioneering in innovation. This is achieved by
interweaving slender polyurethane ribbons over an airy blown fibreglass frame
surrounding a central sphere emitting light.
Guisset explains, "The purely functional is transformed into something beautiful
where only that which is essential remains, a light and delicate veil floating between
two worlds."
Please note that the Vertigo Nova light is folded for ease of transport and the
manufacturers advise that two people are present to help unfold the light for
installation.
The Vertigo Nova collection is exclusive to twentytwentyone.
Made of fibreglass, steel, polyurethane and triplex glass. Fitted with LED
technology, mounted in a sphere of blown glass giving off a soft, dimmable light.
Available in small, medium and large sizes in the colours black and white.
Light source (included):
LED integrated system 10W 1350 Lumen, CRI +90 dimmable
View the classic Vertigo pendant here.
Dimensions
Small: 110dia x 11.5cmh
Medium: 140dia x 12cmh
Large: 190dia x 13.2cmh
200cm cable length
Product code
PETITEFR-L0840*
Delivery
To order item: 3-5 weeks.
Price
£1,200.00
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